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Abstract: Hypersensitive scar tissue formation along the incision line and drain site is a 

common side effect following mastectomy. If this scar tissue is not addressed, it can lead to 

decreased flexibility and function in the involved upper quadrant. Astym® treatment is a new 

approach to soft tissue injuries, and is evidenced in animal studies to promote the healing and 

regeneration of soft tissues. It has also been found to reduce pain and increase function in 

people with soft tissue dysfunction. The aim of Astym treatment is to engage the regenerative 

mechanisms of the body in order to resorb scar tissue, stimulate tissue turnover, and regenerate 

soft tissues. Handheld instrumentation is applied topically to locate and treat the underlying 

dysfunctional soft tissue through specific protocols for the application of particular pressures 

and shear forces. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of Astym treatment on 

activities of daily living in women who had undergone a mastectomy following a diagnosis of 

breast cancer. A quasi-experiment involving 40 women, following a mastectomy, evaluated five 

outcome measures pre- and post-Astym treatment. All five measurement scores: Disabilities of 

the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand Outcome Measure; a clothing questionnaire on their ability to wear 

a bra; Patient-Specific Functional Scale; active range of motion of shoulder flexion; and active 

range of motion of abduction were also measured and all demonstrated significant changes. 

In this study, Astym treatment improved active range of motion in the involved quadrant and 

also improved function in patients following a mastectomy.

Keywords: breast cancer, quality of life, scar tissue treatment, physical therapy

Introduction
It is estimated that there are 2.9 million breast cancer survivors (BCSs) in the USA,1 

who have undergone common treatments such as surgery and/or radiation.2 Following 

this type of treatment, scar tissue can develop along the incision and around the drain 

sites of the involved upper quadrant. If a woman has undergone radiation therapy, adhe-

sions and soft tissue fibrosis can form further adding to scar tissue.2 The scar tissue 

can tighten and become restrictive leading to decreased function and flexibility.3 Over 

time, these common complications advance to activity limitations and participation 

restrictions.3,4

Scar tissue often goes untreated and becomes painful and hypersensitive. Restric-

tions in tissue flexibility reduce movement at the shoulder affecting function. Stud-

ies have demonstrated that up to 86% of BCSs have a shoulder limitation following 

complete axillary dissection and 45% have limitation after a sentinel node biopsy.3,5 

Currently, increasing range of motion through exercise and stretching is a main focus of 
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physical therapy (PT), but the scar tissue adhesions routinely 

interfere with progress and optimal outcomes. PT, including 

manual therapy, early postoperatively can help reduce swell-

ing, pain, and associated scar formation.3

Astym® therapy (Performance Dynamics, Inc., Muncie, 

IN, USA) is a relatively new, noninvasive, conservative 

therapeutic approach that addresses soft tissue dysfunction 

by relying in part on the use of cellular mediators and growth 

factors to assist in the healing and regeneration of tissues.6 

It is evidenced in animal studies to engage the regenerative 

mechanisms of the body and promote healing of tissues.7,8 

It has also been found to reduce pain and increase function 

in people with soft tissue dysfunction.6,9–11 The aim of Astym 

treatment is to engage the regenerative mechanisms of the 

body in order to resorb scar tissue, stimulate tissue turnover, 

and regenerate soft tissues.6 Handheld instrumentation is 

applied topically to locate underlying dysfunctional soft tis-

sue and then transfer particular pressures and shear forces 

to the dysfunctional tissue through specific protocols and 

patterns developed from scientific and clinical study.6 The 

Astym instrumentation is designed to assess the presence 

of dysfunctional tissue by amplifying the tactile sensation 

of the underlying texture of the soft tissues in order to 

provide the treating clinician with indications where rough 

or improperly organized tissue is located. Once an area of 

potential dysfunctional tissue is located, the clinician applies 

appropriate pressures and shear forces to that tissue, aimed 

at initiating a reparative cellular response in dysfunctional 

tissue.6 In vivo studies revealed that the Astym protocols 

improved tissue repair, increased limb function, and nor-

malized movement patterns in an animal model.7,8 Further, 

Astym treatment resulted in a significant increase in both 

fibroblast activation and fibroblast number, as well as the 

production of fibronectin, which together with interstitial 

collagens may interact to form a fibrillar component of the 

extracellular matrix.7,8 The increase in fibronectin is notable in 

that fibronectin is thought to be required for normal collagen 

organization and deposition by fibroblasts. This increase in 

fibronectin has the potential to guide cell and tissue behavior 

during healing as a function of its unique mechanical and 

bioactive properties.12,13

Astym therapy has been shown to increase movement and 

decrease pain in patients with inappropriate fibrosis and in 

patients with other soft tissue dysfunctions.6,9–11

Davies and Brockopp,14 in a previous pilot study, demon-

strated that Astym therapy increased active range of motion 

(AROM) of shoulder flexion and abduction, and improved 

Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand Outcome 

 Measure  (DASH) scores in patients with scar tissue around 

their mastectomy incision, drain site, and axilla.14 The same 

study also reported that 56% of women were unable to wear 

a bra before Astym treatment, suggesting hypersensitivity of 

scars and clothing restrictions that affect BCSs. In this study, 

after Astym treatment, all women could wear a bra, without 

issue, indicating that Astym therapy has a normalizing, desen-

sitizing effect on touch and pressure in the involved tissue.14

It is important to note that Astym treatment is different 

in goals and application from the Instrument-Assisted Soft 

Tissue Mobilization (IASTM) techniques, such as Graston 

Technique®. IASTM uses tooled cross-friction massage to 

mechanically break apart tissue,15,16 whereas Astym therapy 

engages the regenerative mechanisms of the body aiming 

to repair damaged tissue and resorb scar tissue.6–8 IASTM’s 

role in the treatment of soft tissue dysfunction is unclear, as 

IASTM has been shown to 1) not improve treatment results 

for ankle injury,17 2) be comparable to no treatment being 

provided in tendinopathy,18 and 3) result in a significant 

increase in pain and a significant decrease in the perception 

of function, where the ability to perform activities of daily 

living (ADL) decreased following IASTM.19

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of 

Astym treatment on ADL of women who had undergone 

a mastectomy following a diagnosis of breast cancer. The 

specific aims of the study were to examine differences in 

1) a patient’s subjective assessment of functional disability 

through the DASH score, 2) the ability to wear a bra through 

a clothing questionnaire, 3) up to five functional activities 

women have reported to be difficult after mastectomy using 

the Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS), 4) shoulder 

flexion, and 5) shoulder abduction, before and after a course 

of Astym therapy.

Participants and methods
A convenience sample of patients referred to the PT 

clinic with complaints of decreased flexibility, chest pain, 

or tight scar tissue following breast cancer treatment, which 

included surgery and radiation, were identified and asked 

if they would like to participate in the study. Participants 

were women over the age of 18 years, who had undergone 

a unilateral or bilateral mastectomy for breast cancer, with 

or without axillary dissection, and were referred for PT at 

a minimum of 3 weeks post-surgery. Three weeks allowed 

the skin time to heal post-mastectomy. Exclusion criteria 

consisted of being non-English speaking and having lym-

phedema .stage 1, acute infection at the treatment site, 

open wound at baseline, active metastatic site, acute deep 
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vein thrombosis, hemophilia or other clotting disorders, 

autoimmune dysfunctions, fibromyalgia, diabetes, obesity 

(bruising) and petechiae, pharmacology concerns to the 

skin, lumpectomies, keloid scarring, immediate breast 

reconstruction with spacers, previous shoulder surgery, 

and fractures or injury that would interfere with baseline 

measures. Once the participants agreed, met the inclusion 

criteria, and informed consent was obtained, they completed 

the following outcome measures: the DASH, the clothing 

questionnaire, and the PSFS.

Outcome measures
All outcome assessments and AROM measurements were 

collected at initial evaluation and discharge. The DASH 

questionnaire measures upper extremity function.20 The 

DASH is a 30-item self-report questionnaire that includes 

items relating to social functioning (eg, occupation and 

family), physical functioning (eg, home management, rec-

reational activities, and ADLs/self-care), and psychologi-

cal function (self-image).21,22 Range of scores possible is 

0%–100% where 0 means no disability and 100% means 

severe disability.5,21 DASH items are scored from 1 to 5 with  

1 being no difficulty and 5 severe difficulty. Scoring of 

the DASH was according to the instructions (total score = 

[sum of n responses]/[n–1] × 25), where n is the number of 

completed responses.5,22 Swisher et al21 stated that the DASH 

is an appropriate outcome measure for patients with breast 

cancer due to the many musculoskeletal issues in the upper 

extremity an individual may have.

The clothing questionnaire was designed by the investiga-

tor and tested in a pilot study14 (Table S1). The investigator 

included a question sheet for the subjects to complete as 

part of the initial paperwork. This sheet contained questions 

regarding the woman’s ability to wear a bra or not and other 

questions related to body image.

The functional activities that caused women difficulty 

were measured by the PSFS.23 This questionnaire was origi-

nally designed for the orthopedic population and can be used 

to quantify activity limitation and measure patient functional 

outcomes.23 Participants were asked to list up to five difficult 

functional activities to help identify the specific activities 

these women found challenging. Collecting the PSFS infor-

mation at initial evaluation and at discharge helped determine 

appropriate use of the PSFS in this population.

Shoulder flexion and abduction AROM were measured, in 

degrees, by the same physical therapist as these movements 

are often the most limited following mastectomy.5,24–27 Mea-

surements were taken in supine position using a goniometer. 

Universal goniometry has reliability of intraclass correlation 

coefficient (95% confidence interval [CI]): flexion (0.69, 95% 

CI 0.40–0.91) and abduction (0.69, 95% CI 0.37–0.92).28

Intervention
The Astym therapy protocol used in this study was previously 

used in the pilot study by Davies and Brockopp.14 The same 

therapist performed Astym treatment on all participants in 

the study. Manual lymphatic drainage (MLD) was used in the 

treatment proximally to open up the appropriate lymph nodes 

to encourage lymph flow prophylactically to prevent infection 

and educate the women on touching themselves to develop 

their new body image. Women are afraid to touch their chests 

following surgery and/or radiation, and using MLD allows 

women to touch what is often a numb area as well as become 

comfortable with their new shape. Astym therapy protocol 

followed with pressure adjusted for the participant’s comfort. 

The Astym instruments are used with gentle gliding strokes 

across the pectoral muscle to the axilla followed by specific 

strokes to address the mastectomy incision adhesions and the 

axillary scar, if present. Figure S1 shows a photograph of one 

of the tools used for the technique. Further strokes around 

the drain site can also be used. Treatment direction assists 

the lymph fluid flow to regional lymph nodes, and strokes 

were adjusted to the patient’s tolerance. MLD followed the 

Astym therapy as appropriate.

Astym therapy always includes a component of therapeu-

tic loading. In this study, the specific therapeutic exercises 

included active assisted range of motion (AAROM) or AROM 

flexion and abduction in supine position, blade squeezes in 

standing or sitting position, pectorals corner stretches, and 

postural reeducation exercises, and stretching into flexion 

and abduction will be implemented in supine and standing 

position to stay consistent. Therapeutic exercises started with 

AAROM and were progressed as each participant tolerated. 

Home instructions, including stretching exercises and activity 

guidelines, were given to each participant.

Treatment was administered twice a week with at least 

2 days between treatments to allow regenerative mechanisms 

to take effect and scar tissue time to resorb. This treatment 

was repeated until up to eight treatments had occurred over 

a 4–6-week period.

Ethics
The study was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board 

at Baptist Health Lexington, Lexington, KY, USA. All par-

ticipants gave their written informed consent to participate 

in this study.
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Statistical analysis
Both inferential and descriptive statistics were used to analyze 

the data. Descriptive statistics described the sample, and 

inferential statistics were used to look at differences in all 

variables before and after the intervention (Astym treatment). 

Five variables were examined for change in the participants 

following Astym treatment: DASH score, PSFS, clothing 

questionnaire, and change in flexion and abduction AROM. 

Given that dependent t-test was used and five variables were 

examined, a Bonferroni adjustment was made resulting in 

an α level of 0.01 significance (0.05/5=0.01). The statistical 

evaluation was completed using SPSS for Windows version 

21.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
Participant demographics
A total of 42 BCSs participated in this study with an age 

range of 33 and 75 years (mean 52.0 years, standard devia-

tion [SD] 11.4). Two participants did not complete the DASH 

questionnaire posttreatment, so those data were not used in 

the analysis. Therefore, the data of 40 women were analyzed. 

The mean time of referral for PT treatment since mastectomy 

surgery was 7.7 months (SD 13.5). The mean numbers of 

Astym treatments completed during PT sessions were 6.7 

(SD 1.8).

Functional outcomes
There were significant and clinical meaningful differences 

in functional outcomes following Astym treatment: DASH 

pre- and post-Astym treatment, t=3.38 (95% CI 3.95–15.72; 

P,0.01); PSFS pre- and post-Astym treatment, t=−5.47 

(95% CI −2.56 to −1.12; P,0.01); and the clothing ques-

tionnaire pre- and post-Astym treatment, t=5.0 (95% CI 2.37 

to 5.58; P,0.01). Mean improvements in the DASH, 

PSFS, and  clothing questionnaire scores were 10, 2, and 4, 

respectively.

shoulder arOM
There were significant differences in both flexion and abduc-

tion AROM following treatment of Astym; flexion pre- and 

post-Astym treatment, t=−5.43 (95% CI −23.96 to −10.95; 

P,0.01); and abduction pre- and post-Astym treatment, 

t=−4.45 (95% CI −28.18 to −10.57; P,0.01). Mean improve-

ment in AROM was 17° flexion and 19° abduction (Table 1). 

No harms were reported.

Discussion
Tight scar tissue development from treatments for breast 

cancer decreases shoulder mobility and limits upper quad-

rant function and continues to be an ongoing issue for 

BCSs.2,24,25,29 The results of this study demonstrate that BCSs 

who receive early Astym treatment have a significant and 

clinical meaningful improvement in shoulder abduction, 

forward flexion, DASH, PSFS, and clothing tolerance (ability 

to wear a bra). It was also noted that these women had some 

desensitization of the skin to allow touch as well as tolerate 

clothing better. These findings support a previous study by 

Davies and Brockopp.14 All five outcome measures taken at 

initial evaluation and discharge demonstrated a significant 

clinical change after Astym treatment.

The DASH demonstrated a change of 9.8 points in func-

tional ability and participation in activities following Astym 

treatment that supports the minimal detectable clinical change 

of 10 points found in previous studies.30–32 Previously, Davies 

and Brockopp14 only used the DASH to identify functional 

deficit, and therefore their study lacked a detailed ability to 

individualize measurements to fully capture the extent of 

the participants’ actual deficit. Using the PSFS allowed the 

participant to identify their specific issues with function and 

work toward improving those individual scores that were 

most important to them. There was a significant meaning-

ful change in the PSFS score as the change of 1.84 points 

supports previous research of a minimal detectable overall 

change of 2 points.23

An additional outcome measure was the use of the cloth-

ing questionnaire. From the previous study by Davies and 

Brockopp,14 women identified not being able to wear a bra 

as an issue. Using the clothing questionnaire allowed the 

identification of further information on if a participant can 

wear a bra, if she can wear it all day, touching the scars, as 

Table 1 Overall change in five outcome measure scores from initial evaluation to discharge and significance

Outcome measure Initial evaluation mean Discharge mean Change t 95% CI P-value significance

Dash 32.78 (sD 22.69) 22.94 (sD 18.67) 9.8 3.4 4.0 to 15.7 ,0.01
PsFs 5.3 (sD 2.92) 7.14 (sD 2.64) −1.84 −5.2 −2.6 to −1.1 ,0.01
clothing questionnaire 19.38 (sD 9.16) 15.40 (sD 7.76) 3.98 5.0 2.4 to 5.6 ,0.01
Flexion range of motion (°) 136.45 (sD 27.20) 153.90 (sD 14.33) 17.45 −5.4 −24.0 to −11.0 ,0.01
abduction range of motion (°) 134.80 (sD 36.02) 154.18 (sD 21.25) 19.38 −4.5 −28.2 to −10.6 ,0.01

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; DASH, Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand Outcome Measure; SD, standard deviation; PSFS, Patient-Specific Functional 
scale.
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well as other body image issues. This clothing questionnaire 

provided very useful information to understand how the par-

ticipants were dealing with their surgery and if they needed 

referral for counseling.

Shoulder range of motion had a clinically significant and 

meaningful change in both flexion (17.45°) and abduction 

(19.38°). This supports previous research of a minimal detect-

able change by one evaluator which ranged from 11° to 16°.32 

The change in range of motion will help improve function 

following surgery and enable the women to participate in 

activities following surgery.

Finally, a move toward normalization through desensitiza-

tion seems to occur following Astym therapy as women who 

initially reported being unable to tolerate a bra or clothing on 

their skin reported that hypersensitivity to wearing a bra or 

clothing on the skin was resolved following treatment. Women 

went from not being able to touch their chest initially to then 

being able to feel comfortable with moving their skin. This 

desensitization is important in the overall well-being of the 

participant. Different age ranges were included in the study 

(range: 33–75 years), and improvement occurred in all ages 

of skin to allow flexibility for functional improvement.

strengths and limitations
A strength of this study is that this continues to be one of 

the first studies to investigate the use of Astym treatment 

on scar tissue following treatment for breast cancer. There 

is very limited evidence using Astym treatment on scar tis-

sue following mastectomy, and this study demonstrates the 

importance of early PT intervention.

A limitation of the study was that some of the BCSs 

referred for Astym treatments were 8 months post-op mas-

tectomy. These BCSs still demonstrated improvement, but the 

majority were referred earlier in their journey to recovery. 

Future studies should investigate Astym treatment at a set 

time following surgery of 4 weeks, for example, to support 

early intervention further. Also, a purpose of the study was to 

initially determine the effects of Astym treatment on women 

in general following mastectomy. Astym therapy includes 

elements of therapeutic loading, and patients also received 

MLD and postural reeducation. Future studies should assess 

the effects of each of the interventions alone and include a 

control group.

The implications of this study are that clinicians need to 

recognize that the scar tissue which develops postoperatively 

following a mastectomy or treatments for breast cancer 

needs to be addressed early to prevent shoulder dysfunction 

and significant quality-of-life issues.2 Astym therapy is an 

appropriate intervention that therapists should consider to 

improve functional outcomes.

Conclusion
The results of this study indicate that Astym therapy may be 

an effective treatment option to address the complications of 

scar tissue and soft tissue dysfunction that often result from 

breast cancer treatment but go untreated. Astym therapy 

improved shoulder range of motion and functional ability 

following a mastectomy. Further studies are necessary to 

confirm the findings in randomized controlled trials.
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astym therapy on scar tissue following treatment for breast cancer

Figure S1 Demonstrates the use of one of the astym therapy tools over a 
mastectomy scar.

Table S1 clothing restriction following breast surgery questionnaire (please rate your ability to do the following in the last week by 
circling the number by the appropriate response)

No difficulty Mild difficulty Moderate difficulty Severe difficulty Unable

Wear a bra or prosthesis 1 2 3 4 5
Wear a bra or prosthesis all day 1 2 3 4 5
Tolerate some fabrics against your skin in affected area 1 2 3 4 5
Touch the scars from the mastectomy 1 2 3 4 5
ability for someone else to touch the mastectomy site 1 2 3 4 5
look at your scars from breast surgery 1 2 3 4 5
Feel less feminine since cancer 1 2 3 4 5
Tolerate people looking at you 1 2 3 4 5
comments:_________________________________________________________________________________________

Supplementary materials
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